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ex cave completes Kirstine Roepstorff’s trilogy
of investigations into darkness, following her
contribution to the Danish Pavilion at the
Venice Biennale in 2017 and an exhibition at the
Kunsthal Charlottenborg in 2018. This low-lit
exhibition starts in a single gallery on the third
floor before taking over all of the fourth: first
up, Path Into Cave No. 3 (2019) offers a series of
steps onto a raised, concrete-surfaced platform
for a closeup view of geometric drawings in
cast concrete relief. Altogether, the viewer will
steadily discover, the exhibition consists of more
than 50 works by the Danish artist made since
2009, as her practice has long been in pursuit
of this gesamtkunstwerk: wall reliefs, collages,
freestanding sculptures in concrete and brass
and a large tapestry commission previously
shown – in daylight – in Venice. Throughout,
the exhibition architecture and sculpture are
inseparable; concrete walls, suspended divisions
and newly constructed chambers embed the
artworks, and the contours of heaped gravel
on the floor tip us towards the works.
The second section’s passage of galleries
is accessed via a ramp that rises up to tighten
the entrance, enhancing the rabbit-hole feeling.
Inside it’s dark, as one might anticipate, in varying pitches in different rooms: a soft darkness
in which colours emerge slowly, but make their
presence felt, and brass glints. If the eyes are

challenged, the gravel all around is an unfamiliar tactile and auditory stimulus and
encourages hushed viewing of the sculptures
we navigate, with the occasional little squawk
of appreciation – of the unexpected delight
in walking from a medium-grade gravel onto
a finer one, for example. Through the delicate
staging of light, sound, architectural form
and poised installations, Roepstorff immerses
and bewitches her audience to the extent that
it’s difficult to cast a sober eye on the material
she is employing and what specifically she
might be saying with it.
There is more at stake than a rewrite of
darkness as a fruitful viewing environment.
The title suggests the dim space we’re occupying is a move beyond the cave where hominids
first painted, yet Roepstorff plays with forms
that are reminiscent of early – ‘primitive’ –
cultural expression, like the tall, slender,
totemlike sculpture Mother, a nest for sparrows
(3) (2018), even while they stand cheek-byjowl with scads of fair-faced concrete, with
its association with modernist architecture
in particular. An architectural line of enquiry
is further manifested in her use of brass, rods
and narrow fins especially, alone and embedded
in concrete, appealing details that flirt with
the appearance of utility: a fine brass curve
attached to the surface of Nox Sleep in known
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wumbs No. 12 (2019) might be a handle or just
a grace note. Yet at the same time, unadorned
walls and half walls that densify the structure
of the darkest chambers of the exhibition
imitate a building only in the making. Her
collages combine different photographic
sources and distinct kinds of documentation:
Notes Of Density #2 (2009) unites an illustration
of different mineral stones, the bloody scene
after an assassination attempt and a basalt
column landscape, while at the same time being
a formalist composition. The works comprising
the Unbreaking Time (2013) series are based on
black-and-white photographs of a magician
tied up in ropes, which Roepstorff has adorned
with highlights in pearls, brass and fabric.
At the show’s furthest point the lighting
lifts, the revelation being a number of smaller
sculptures presented on plinths and in a broad
niche. At the apogee is Horizon (2015), a brass
pole a metre-and-a-half long resting on two
wooden blocks. It might represent the edge
of the visible earth, but it equally rings with
the contained menace of a displayed weapon.
It shares this implication of danger with the
roped-magician works, suggesting that illumination does not necessarily bring understanding. With ex cave Roepstorff counters
the path to enlightenment with a seductive
muddying of notions. Aoife Rosenmeyer

